Missile right on target

The RAN’s newest guided missile frigate, HMAS MELBOURNE, pictured, has successfully fired her first missile.

The SM-1 anti-aircraft missile was launched during training exercises off the NSW south coast last week.

This firing was captured by Able Seaman photographer Steve Gurnell.
The United States Secretary for Defence, Mr Dick Cheney, delivered a Presidential message at the 50th Anniversary Coral Sea Commemorative Service in Canberra. Before veterans of the battle cast flowers on the pool surrounding the Australian-American War Memorial, eight green-hued USAF C-130H Hercules aircraft flew over the memorial, followed by two sakers, one each from the IANZ and IANZ, to cast poppies symbolically on the Coral Sea in memory of comrades who fell in the action 30 years ago.

The ceremony, also attended by the Minister for Veterans' Affairs Mr Ben Humby, US Secretary for Education Mr Lamar Alexander, Chief of the Defence Force General Peter Grant and Chief of Naval Staff VADM Ian MacDougall, was organized by the Branches of the Australian-American Association.

Mr Humphreys, for the Department of Defence, said that the service was a proud reminder of Australia's commitment to the values of freedom.

"Two nations that were once at war are now friends. It is a reflection of the joined commitment to freedom which Australia and the United States of America share.

"The battle represented the first major check to Japanese military aggression in the region and was a symbol of the resolve which Australia and the United States have demonstrated in the face of evident threat. These are the values which Australia and the United States will always stand for, just as they did then, 50 years ago."
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New centre would improve defences

A mine warfare systems centre will improve Australia's defences, reduce the danger to the nation's shipping and enable the Royal Australian Navy to more effectively use its mine detection and clearance systems.

These are the main conclusions of a report commissioned by the RAN and prepared by Computer Scientists of Australia after studying the requirements and functions of a centre.

Up to 15 people were involved in the study which took 14 months to complete.

CSA has recommended that the RAN use the centre to co-ordinate all aspects of its mine warfare activities and to provide the technological infrastructure to support its mine warfare force.

The centre, which will be located in Sydney, will also support mine warfare systems training for the RAN simulating the time and cost of training naval personnel at sea.

Systems supported by the centre will include those for mine surveys; mine hunting, consisting of sonars and remotely controlled underwater vehicles; exercise mines; and remotely controlled drone boats.

CSA recommended that the centre also have data links with Maritime Headquarters and forward support units so that it can rapidly deploy mine detection and clearance teams.

Another conclusion of the study is that local companies possess the skills and expertise needed to design and build the most advanced centre in the world.

Andrew Johnson, Manager of CSA's Systems Engineering Division, said: "Mines are an inexpensive but highly effective method of warfare. This fact was proven in the recent Gulf War.

"Companies designing and manufacturing mines are incorporating the latest technology including acoustic, magnetic and pressure sensors some of which can recognize different types of ships."

"This makes these weapons extremely lethal and they are often difficult to detect."

"With Australia's large coastline, we are vulnerable to losing the sea lanes and harbours used by RAN and merchant ships closed by mines."

Therefore we need to employ up-to-date techniques and systems to improve the effectiveness of the measures we can engage against this type of warfare."

Areas covered in the CSA report included mine countermeasures technology, operational and technical support, simulation and testing, training, information management, communications and building services.

CSA also studied the requirements of the centre for routine and database computer applications.

HAVING A BABY?

YOU STILL WANT TO CHOOSE

Private health insurance guarantees you the right of choice. Medicare only offers a public ward in a public hospital, and not necessarily the doctor of your choice.

NIHIS top cover provides you with a wide choice of private as well as public hospitals and guarantees the use of your own doctor.

YOUR OWN DOCTOR AND HOSPITAL

There are a lot of other benefits as well, why not give NIHIS a ring?

Brochures and application forms are available from your pay office or the Australian Defence Credit Union.

Or call NIHIS toll free (000) 313 156 or (03) 510 3422.

Veterans among ruins

Operator Stephen Binsmidt (above left) from HMAS HUNTER and Corporal Peter Brown from Townsville inspect a disturbed ammunition dump near the wharf at the Cambodian port town of Kampourng Soam, about 280kms south of Phnom Penh.

Chief Seaman Binsmidt, originally from Port Macquarie (NSW) and Corporal Brown originally from Narronine (NSW), are members of Australia's 85-strong Force Communication Unit serving with the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC).

Veterans among ruins

From 1960 to '62, awarded the Commodore Superintendence prior to his retirement.

Monday, motored to rear admiral and commanded the RAN after studying the requirements and functions of a centre.

HMAS Shropshire, (right) and OTWAY (submarine) sailed at 0604 from the Fleet Base, Sydney.

More than 1000 Australian officers and sailors will participate in the exercise between June 19 and August 2.

Naval units from the United States, Canada, South Korea and Japan will also participate.

The exercise aims to conduct a realistic, multi-threat scenario to improve coordination of combined and joint forces in maritime operations.

It will be the 15th exercise in a regularly scheduled series and provides invaluable training for participating nations.

Death of RADM George (rd)

The first commanding officer of HMAS NERIMBA, RADM Frank Lawson George, CBE, AM, RAN rd, died in Canberra after a short illness.

RADM George was born on March 15, 1910, and entered the RAN College in 1924.

He became a midshipman in 1928, a sub lieutenant (engineering) in 1931, lieutenant in 1932, and lieutenant commander in 1939.

The late RADM George served in several ships including MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, CANBERRA and VOYAGER.

He also held many senior naval engineering postings and was appointed to the rank of Captain in Command of HMAS NERIMBA in 1956.

Late promoted to commodore he was appointed Commandant, Superintendent of Training in Command of HMAS NEWCASTLE from 1960 to '62, being promoted to rear admiral and awarded the Companion of the Order of the British Empire prior to his retirement.

His funeral was held at St John The Baptist Anglican Church, Reid, ACT, on Monday.
No sooner are the celebrations of the 50th anniversary of the Battle of the Coral Sea over than we have another date in our calendar – this time the commemoration of the sinking of the accommodation vessel HMS KUTTABUL by a torpedo fired from a Japanese midget submarine on the night of May 31/June 1, 1942.

Accounts of the attack are contained in two books just published, perhaps deliberately to coincide with the event.

Both volumes are concerned, however, with the broader picture of Japanese submarine operations in Australian waters in the period after the attack on Pearl Harbour in December 1941 to their cessation in 1944, by which time the tide of war had turned decisively in the Allies’ favour.

This review is concerned with their interpretation of the Sydney Harbour attack only, an examination of the authors’ accounts of the wider field of Japanese (and German) submarine operations in Australian waters will be in a future edition of Navy News.

The story has been told many times and it is not intended to recount it here.

Both books give the standardised and plausible version of what happened, and differ from the already well-established facts only in minor detail.

Before dawn on the day before the actual attack, a Yokosuka E1-Y1 (Glen) plane had been launched from its parent submarine A10030 to seek 35nm north-east of Sydney and, flying at a speed of 80 knots, and at heights ranging from 30 to 50m had made an initial reconnaissance of the shipping in Port Jackson.

The flight was detected by ground observers but apart from the launch of an unsuccessful search sortie by RAAF Wirraway aircraft some time later there was no other reaction or increased level of preparedness ordered for the Sydney defences.

In the evening of May 31 three midget submarines were released from the deck of their parent submarine and entered Port Jackson, about twenty minutes and made their way towards the harbour.

These large submarines had carried their charges from the base at Truk aloft in the Catalina.

The first midget submarine was directed to an area near one of the electric loops laid in the approaches to Port Jackson but then became involved in an attempt to lay a heavy wire anti-submarine boom laid across the harbour between Green Point on Inner South Head (just south of Camp Cove near HMAS WATSON) and Georges Head (just east of Chowder Bay).

The second submarine was again recorded crossing the detector loop and followed a Manly ferry on its way back to Circular Quay through the gap in the boom.

It passed down the harbour and was sighted on the surface by the cruiser USS CHICAGO, at anchor in H.E.H. Bay.

Many ships and craft in the harbour opened fire but the midget was able to submerge and evade further detection.

David Jenkins Battle Surfaced! Japan’s Submarine War Against Australia 1942-44, Raving, Random House, Australia, 1992, 342pp. Ill., Index, Bibl., rep $49.95.


Reviewed by LCDR Bob Nicholls RAN RN.

KUTTABUL ... 21 died in the attack.

KUTTABUL ANNIVERSARY SERVICES

Three main events have been programmed to mark the 50th Anniversary of the sinking of the KUTTABUL.

Activities will commence on Friday, May 29 and continue on the evening of Monday, June 1.

On Friday, May 29 — A memorial service to be held at Rootsway Cemetery KUTTABUL graves, at 10.00 am. The service will include a Naval Guard of Honour from HMAS KUTTABUL.

On Sunday, May 31 — A HMAS KUTTABUL Memorial Reception to be held at the Triangular Gallery in the National Maritime Museum. A Ceremonial Salute and Beating the Quarters will be conducted. The function will commence at 7.00 pm and finish at 9.00 pm.

ADF ACTIVITIES SURVEY

The ADF Activities survey will collect information on how work is performed in the ADF. The survey commences in February 1992 and will finish in March 1993, involving approximately one third of all ADF personnel.

If you are selected to participate in the survey, you will be required to record your activities over a twenty four hour period (That’s all - one single day).

The information provided by the survey will assist in planning and making decisions about future defence structures, pay and working conditions.

A successful survey will benefit all ADF personnel, but we need your help to make it work.

It’s only A Day for Tomorrow.
Defence recruiting in the nineties is becoming an increasingly complex business, according to the Vice Chief of the Defence Force, VADM Alan Beaumont.

VADM Beaumont said no longer is the Defence recruiting battle confined to the backyard. It has spread to encompass the difficulties experienced by most modern large corporate services, with resource constraints and the drive for greater productivity the order of the day.

The Admiral made the comments while officially opening the new Australian Defence Force Careers Reference Centre in Sydney.

"The combination of these factors means the task of the recruiters is becoming increasingly difficult and the bottom line is that we must use whatever resources we have at our disposal to obtain the best possible candidates for the limited number of positions which are available," VADM Beaumont said.

"However, the outlook is not all that bleak."

"Over the last two years the recruiting environment has moved strongly in the ADP's favour. The number of people leaving the Services in the year to the end of July 1991 was down by 18 percent, while the number of enlistments was up by 13 percent."

"There are many and varied reasons for this improvement, including the heightened visibility of the ADP and the fact that its professionalism is now more recognised and acknowledged," VADM Beaumont said.

He said a recent survey discovered that over 80 percent of the population believed Australia's Defence Force was efficient and capable.

But recruiting targets are diminishing because of the restructuring of the Defence Forces.

"The net effect, despite the huge and steadily increasing numbers of enquiries and applications, is that we need fewer recruits," Admiral Beaumont said.

We are still short, however, of personnel in several key technical areas - especially electronics - and we have to continue to use every asset available to us to try and attract suitable applicants."

The relocation of the Sydney Defence Force Careers Reference Centre (now at 130 Oxford Street) took place in April this year because the demands on it outgrew the facilities.

"The new centre is more accessible, more identifiable and more cost-effective."
Divers resurface after testing K92

Tale of three CANBERRAS

The Chief of Naval Staff, YADM (Retd) Mac Dillavou, has presented restored photos of the three ex-RAN warships to the CANBERRA City Council. The Chief of the Naval Staff is in the city to attend the CANBERRA City Council meeting.

TRADERS OPEN

THREE FROM THREE FOR SUB

Yet another award for Sherrin's of Brisbane. The Sherrin's Senior Champions are the winners of the last three years. The Sherrin's Senior Champions are the winners of the last three years. The Sherrin's Senior Champions are the winners of the last three years.

Special Navy Value Prices

Brisbane

$70
Free Call 0800 777 799
Fax 0800 777 800

Parramatta

$97
Free Call 0800 892 955
Fax 0800 892 958

Sydney

$90
Free Call 0800 221 955
Fax 0800 221 958

Available to all Servicemen, Servicewomen and Government Employees

Free Undercover Parking

Gazebo

Australian Owned and Operated Hotels

Final payment at sea

Through a strong spirit of the RANAMOS, the final payment for the first six months towards the new ship was made at sea.

As the Commanding Officer of the RANAMOS, I would like to express my appreciation to all those who have contributed towards the journey of this new ship. The dedication and commitment of the crew have been a testament to the pride we have in serving the nation.

General Manager: G. L. B.: Box 65, Forster, NSW 2428

Forster Gardens

Application Form

To: Forster Gardens

33, Box 65, Forster, NSW 2428

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to express my interest in the position of Assistant Manager at Forster Gardens, as advertised in the local newspaper. I have been fascinated by the opportunity to work in a vibrant, family-focused environment that values its employees.

As a skilled and dedicated assistant manager, I believe my experience and qualifications make me a strong candidate for this position. I have worked in various customer service roles, including in hospitality and retail, where I have developed excellent communication and organizational skills.

I am particularly drawn to the mission of Forster Gardens, which focuses on providing a nurturing and inclusive environment for the elderly. I am confident that my passion for helping others and my commitment to excellence make me an ideal fit for this role.

Thank you for considering my application. I look forward to the opportunity to discuss my qualifications further.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
**RAN people ... RAN people ... RAN people ... RAN people ...**

**Navy engineers scoop major institute awards**

Five Undergraduate Engineering Officers, attending the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, have been rewarded for their academic performances at a ceremony conducted in Melbourne.

Awards were presented by Mr John Yates, the Executive Director of The Association for Professional Engineers of Australia. Captains of industry and senior engineering executives were also present to congratulate Navy's achievements.

---

**SLRT Glenn Logan, who won the prestige.**

**LEGACY Australia's Biggest Family**

The Bridge of Legacy in the Torch of Wreath of Laurel. The Torch signifies the unifying flame of service and sacrifice of those who gave their lives for their counties. The Wreath of Laurel is the symbol for remembrance for them. This bridge is born by members of Legion.

LEGACY is an organisation of Ex-servicemen with current service dedicated to the care of the aged and children of comrades who died on active service or subsequently.

LEGACY is established Australia-wide, and 6,000 active volunteer members look after the welfare of 114,000 widows and 5,000 children under the age of 21. This task will increase up to the year 2000.

LEGACY would welcome enquiries from Ex-servicemen of World War II, Korea, Malaya, Vietnam and United Nations Peacekeeping Forces interested in helping Legacy. They should contact The Executive Officers, Legacy House, or their local Legacy organisation.

---

**RAN WATCHES from Uniform Time**

Their high quality watches feature the RAN Crest in full colour on a white background. They have a twin quartz movement and are covered by a 95 year guarantee. The features are:

- Sporty look
- Waterproof to 3 ATM
- Stainless steel back
- Black or brown band
- Digital or Date
- Day/Date feature available

---

**SLRT David Castelline – Hans Ernst prizewinner.**

---

**BRISBANE rewards for ’91 excellence ...**

The guided missile destroyer HMAS BRISBANE has officially presented its Meritorious Unit Citation for the ship’s involvement in the Gulf Conflict in 1991.

**SLRT Mark Sherlock – fourth year prize.**

---

**Beaches’ has served 30 years**

*(By LEUT Angus Googe)*

Mr Ronald "Beaches" Quinn, recipient of the Secretary’s Award for Long Service, has a proud record with the RAN and the Defence Department.

He qualifies for the Long Service Leave Badge after completing 20 years of Australian Government service with a minimum of 15 years civilian service in the Department of Defence. Significantly, Mr Quinn’s entire civilian service has been with the Defence Department (Navy), HMAS COONAWARRA.

Prior to this he served nine years in the ADF with the RAN from April 8, 1982 to April 7, 1971. "Beaches" commenced civilian employment at HMAS COONAWARRA.

**SLRT David Castelline – Hans Ernst prizewinner.**

---

**Fattoy Officer photographer Peter Simpson has won the Kodak Defence Photographer of the Year competition and a cheque for $1,000 for his photograph entitled "THE GENERAL."**

---

**Defence ‘phot of the year’**

Petty Officer photographer Peter Simpson has won the Kodak Defence Photographer of the Year competition and a cheque for $1,000 for his photograph entitled "THE GENERAL." The competition is sponsored by the Kodak professional photography division and is open to all Defence Force Photographers.

---

**NOWRA HILL PUBLIC SCHOOL**

125th Anniversary

The school is celebrating 125 years of public education on Saturay, September 5, 1992, in the school grounds between 10am and 2pm.

This will take the form of an OPEN DAY with displays by both the Royal Australian Navy (HMAS ALBATROSS) and the Australian Army (Parachute Training School).

A Dinner Dance will be held that night.

All ex-pupils and parents are invited to attend. Enquiries can be made by contacting:

The Chairperson, 125th Anniversary, Nowra Hill Public School.

---

**COONAWARRA CO, Commander D.J. Horton presenting Ronald Quinn with his award. (Photograph by LSPOT Bill McBride).**

---

**Mr Justin Wright, Kodak Professional Sales Manager, congratulating PO Simpson on his award at HMAS ALBATROSS.**

---

**COONAWARRA, the Australia Cup. Executive Officer, Lieutenant Commander Peter Leach received the Shield in recognition for the hard work and dedication BRISBANE showed to NIOCD in 1991.**

---

**The presentation of the Australia Cup by Mr Brian**

---

**Where of the HMAS AUSTRALIA Association to the ship’s marine engineer officer, Commander Richard Longbottom was a major achievement for the Marine Engineering Department as it is the second successive year the ship has won the prestigious award.**

---

**Moving to Canberra?**

Please contact one of the most helpful real estate offices in Canberra.

As our main role in life is selling SERVICE, we would be only too pleased to offer assistance with your real estate needs, whether buying, selling or renting.

---

**JOHN RODEN REAL ESTATE**

(06) 292 4966

CHISHOLM SHOPPING CENTRE, CHISHOLM ACT 2905

Roden Holdings Pty Ltd, Lic. Agent.
Homes in their weeds are his announcement.

A clear lower deck at HMAS COONAWARRA had witnessed the awarding of Meritorious Unit Citations to Navy personnel who served in the Persian Gulf in HMAS SYDNEY and HMBS BRISBANE.

Also awarded was a Meritorious Unit Citation to HMBS BRISBANE/SYDNEY in recognition of outstanding service in war-like operations, CITATION: For meritorious operational service in the Persian Gulf during enforcement of sanctions in support of United Nations Security Council Resolutions and the subsequent period of hostilities against Iraq to Kuwait in 1990-1991.

They were signed by the Governor-General, Bill Hayden.

The honour guard (above) for the happy couple comprised all but one of MORETON’S officers; this officer being seconded as photographer and ABC Music for the occasion.

The white of 200 Naval Reserve Cades was mixed with a lot of green in this year’s St. Patrick’s Day parade in Brisbane (pictures).

Cades from several South East Queensland units were led by Commanding Officer, Sub-Lieutenant David O’Mullane, and by the officer, Naval Reserve Cadets Queensland Area.

Although the cades were of different ages and experience, they had the Navy proud with their presentation and marching skills, according to our correspondent.

The air of the Queen’s christening was most impressive with the haunting sounds of the Irish pipes.

A dedication ceremony was held recently following the commissioning of the ship, during which the new Commander-in-Chief, Admiral John D. Richardson, RN, undertook the private act of blessing the ship.

The ceremony was a subdued affair, conducted by Chaplain Bill Purcell, RN, and was followed by a reception in the pleasant surroundings of Navy House, NOCOLD’s official Luncheon for the occasion.

The honour guard (above) for the happy couple comprised all but one of MORETON’S officers; this officer being seconded as photographer and ABC Music for the occasion.
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The reaction to the detection of the attack was fast and ranged from the inspection of the midget submarine by the Americans at Sydney to the instant mobilisation of the Australian Navy, the Royal Australian Air Force and the Royal Australian Police. The defence forces were cracking the code. By 1000 hours, the submarine was spotted by a Royal Australian Air Force search aircraft and reported to Sydney. TheAustralian Navy took immediate action by sending a destroyer to the scene, and the Royal Australian Air Force began to search for the submarine. The search was successful and the submarine was located and sunk by the destroyer. The Royal Australian Air Force then conducted a series of air strikes against the submarine's base in the Batavia Pocket. The operation was successful and the submarine's base was destroyed. The operation was a success and it proved that the Australian Navy and the Royal Australian Air Force had the capability to defeat a submarine attack. The Australian Navy and the Royal Australian Air Force had successfully defended Australia against a submarine attack.
### Bowlers break drought

After nine consecutive "wooden spoons" Navy has finally struck gold by winning the 1992 WA inter-service lawn bowls at Balloch Bowling Club.

Navy, under the leadership of Bob Magee and consisting predominantly of "noise of a year" bowlers, went into the competition confident despite the familiar "easy beats" tag.

From day one Navy not only looked the part but showed everyone that determination and desire gave a long way in developing a successful team.

In last year's competition with only a wet green running at 10 acres only Army met RAAF in the opening game.

The final score was Army 71 shots (five points); RAAF 54 shots (all points).

After a lot of pre-match and determined RAAF,ook on the score look Navy.

But history did not repeat itself.

Despite a nervous start, which saw RAAF jump to an early lead, Navy persevered under trying conditions brought about by continual showers.

The final results favoured Navy 87 shots (five points) to RAAF's 62 shots (one point).

The next day dawned overcast with light drizzle and the forecast became heavier as the morning progressed. It culminated in a delayed start for the finals against Army.

With the game eventually underpining the keystone and determination of Navy above through early with two risks taking an early lead and the third holding its own.

As the game progressed it had the increasingly evident (thanks to some great leading by Chris Watson) Navy as the only woman in the competition) that Navy was winning.

The final score were Navy 96 shots (5.5 points); Army 56 shots (0.5 points).

Rules off to flying start

Australian football is in full cry around the country and it augurs well for a successful year for Navy footballers.

Although the mid-week competition in Sydney has ceased, two inter-service teams have been resurrected, one in Darwin and the other in Canberra.

The form of the Canberra team has been furthered but it looks probable that the will be played on Wednesday nights.

In Darwin the series will be contested entering the inter-service two comp over the period July 9/12.

### Cross-country records tumble

HMAS Nirimba has held a record-breaking cross-country run.

The annual event involved most depot personnel who participated in a 6.2-kilometre course around the base.

The men's winner was Apprentice Scoars from King Division who smashed the standing record by one minute 31 seconds.

He broke the tape in a time of only 25 minutes four seconds.

The women's winner LEUT Gary (Sports Officer), broke her own record by 41 seconds crossing the line in 30 minutes 48 seconds.

In addition to the individual achievements other prizes were awarded for a divisional and departmental competition.

The winning team was Davenport Division with King Division second and Engineering third.

Running parallel to this was a phone-trains competition.

The winning department was Engineering with Electrical and administrative second.

App Scoars' goal is to break the record again in 1993 under 25 minutes.

As the depot closed in '93 he will have a full 12-months training ahead of him.

But for the rest of us the harrowing will tighten and putting shoes will be hung up until next year.

### After nine APL NL KIMBLA

ex crew member friends A "KIMBLA" TIE IS NOW AVAILABLE

AND CAN BE PURCHASED FOR

118 INCLUDING POSTAGE

On a navy blue background, a gold and white ship's crest in the centre, and a small seal on the bottom.

TO ORDER MAKE CHEQUE PAYABLE TO:

WONPC DANNY MEREDITH

HMAS Nirimba, BROOME, NW 9001.

### Welcome Aboard NAVY!

Come in and unwind

**MIDDLES $2.10**

1 til 10 pm Daily

**WIN UP TO $100.00**

**LIVE MUSIC**

Every Night 11 late

**SKY Channel**

Seal in front

### Function Facilities

Available FREE to Naval Personnel

### Latest Movies Free

Monday Nights from 7.30pm

### Membership Special

$7.00 Available now
Top End Rugby on roll

As the season comes to a close in the Top End it is fitting to see the praises of the area's rugby players.

Our Darwin correspondent says that in the Top End rugby we saw the biggest number of gallery players for local rugby in Darwin ever before.

The strongest contender played for University Pirates Club with Grant Barwell leading the way in the B grade competition.

He was also supported in that grade by Phil Morley, Pat Spinney, Leon Kone and Gary Stacy, who was selected in the under-21 side for Singapore and the national under-23 championships but was unavailable because of leave commitments.

Doug Morrison, Daily Grey and Dave Lewdsey topped their University season with a winning grand final in C grade.

Other notable scen­arios go to Steve Griffiths who played for the Humpty Doo Swarm Dogs, BACX Simon and Darin Dyke (Burlington Cricket Club).

Playing for Cairns Grammar was Les Charaston, Mark Heath and it also saw the return of Paul and national rep Paul Islands.

Phil joined in the last round which saw him selected in the side of the Presidents XV.

The strong side travelled to Alice Springs to play in the Outback Rugby Carnival for the in Darwin.

He was vice-captain of the city side in a clash against Darwin Country XV.

During the season COONAWARRA hosted a 10-aside knockout which was taken out by the team from Darwin Naval Base.

With the interest and talent in the Top End 1992 is Nerv's year for the inter-Services football.

Navy ready for Country

Following the game a squad was announced to represent the NAVY in the annual match against NSW Country under 21s at Tamworth on June 9.

The squad is: Angel (WHEN), West (NIRIMBA), Myers (NIRIMBA), Hoare (PEN­ GINS), Wilson (ALBATROSS), Lee (ALBAT­ ROSS), Campbell (ALBATROSS), Aras (SAN­ TWISS), Crichton (ALBATROSS), Edwards (ALBATROSS), Smith (CERBERUS), Latham (CERBERUS), Stannard (CERBERUS), Plath (ALBAT­ ROSS), Williams (WHEN), Vincent (NAVY), Dwyer (NAVY), New (FIST KICK) and Wren (NAVY) as uncovered

ALBATROSS – Mons Cup winners and early favourites to win the NSW midweek competition. Pictures: I.PSM Tony Gay.

The midweek competition got underway on May 6 and ALBATROSS put the writing on the wall with a 38-6 thrashing of NEWRA.

The side then em­ phasised its potential at Randwick in Sydney by convincingly beating PLATS WHEN 14-4 in the final of the Mons Cup.

The southerners were too big and too strong for PLATS WHEN which put up a gallant perfor­ mance despite being overwhelmed in 90 per­ cent of lineouts, scrums and mauls.

In the first half of the final PLATS WHEN held its own and con­ tained ALBATROSS to only one penalty kick five minutes after the start by fullback Dave Cunningham.

But in the second stanza the relentless pres­ sure and power of the ALBATROSS pack led by captain John Campbell – told – and the blues ran in tries by winger Rick Morley and centre John Wilson.

Neither of the wide-out lines were converted but Cunningham did add another penalty to bring up the 14-0 scoreline.

In the final, besides Campbell, ALBATROSS won best played by second rower Adam Harris, halfback Mario Cinello and eighth Steve Petrie.

The keenness of the competition for the day, knock­out win was reflected in the low scores.

Besides the high score the final’s highest was won by HOBART in the semi-final.

PLATS WHEN had a harder task to qualify for the final having to beat KUTTUBUL 31-6, BRAE­ RANE 1-0, CRESSWELL 6-3 and WEYGATEN 4-3 (semi).

The keenness of the competition for the day, knock­out win was reflected in the low scores.

Besides the high score the final’s highest was won by HOBART in the semi-final.

PLATS WHEN had a harder task to qualify for the final having to beat KUTTUBUL 31-6, BRAE­ RANE 1-0, CRESSWELL 6-3 and WEYGATEN 4-3 (semi).

The keenness of the competition for the day, knock­out win was reflected in the low scores.

Besides the high score the final’s highest was won by HOBART in the semi-final.